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Ever since the first idea of tanks had been vaguely mooted,
three years earlier, its champions had advocated that if the best
results were to be obtained from them, they should be used in
mass, on ground suited to them, and by surprise. Yet they
had never been so employed, and their technical defects had been
put forward as a pretext for their tactical misuse. Now they
were to be given their first real chance in the War. Byng,
commanding the Third Army, had adopted and modified," not
to advantage, the proposal of the Tank Corps staff for a large
scale raid by tanks at a quiet sector of the front, and obtained
with some difficulty Haig's assent to carry out a major attack
at Cambrai, in which the normal preliminary bombardment
was to be dispensed with, and the way through the German wire
and trenches was to be cleared for the infantry by a powerful
flotilla of some 400 tanks. Only six tired divisions were at
his disposal, but the cavalry corps was sent to him to exploit
any far-reaching success, and 1,000 guns were to cover the
advance. The far-reaching preliminary preparations were
successfully kept secret from the enemy, and on November aoth
the hostile defences of the Hindenburg line, which had been
considered impregnable, were suddenly submerged by a flood
of tanks before its completely surprised garrison could impro-
vise any resistance to so novel and terrifying an onslaught.
There offered itself a golden chance of a break-through and a
resounding victory, but the first impetus of the assault petered
out owing to the absence of reserves, and the cavalry lost the
opportunity which bold action might have seized or made. The
Germans were able to hurry up reserves to block the wide gap
which our first rush had opened, and the subsequent course of the
fighting consisted of a series of bloody wrestles on the outskirts
of Cambrai, which in the end left us holding an awkward and
vulnerable salient with tired troops too widely spaced for
safety.
On November 3Oth the enemy in his turn struck back at
both faces of this salient, forced in the southern face, and all
but brought about a disaster from which only timely counter-
attacks saved us. The fruits of the brilliant tank victory for
which, for the first time in the war, the church bells of London
were pealed in triumph, was thus largely lost ; most of the
captured ground had to be relinquished, and in the balance of
total loss in men and material there was little to show for
either side. But the battle had opened new vistas in the
practice of war of which, slow as we were, the Germans were
yet slower to seize advantage. With this, yet another of the
many frustrated Allied hopes, 1917, the year of disappointment
in the West, fittingly closed.

